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DESIGN & MARKETING SIMPLIFIED

Introduction
Welcome to the BravaDesign Website Starter Guide. This document is aimed at those of you
who are looking to buy or even self-build a website, in order to help you avoid the many pitfalls
on the route to success. We will take a look at domain names, web hosting, website content, the
various options available for buying or creating your site and finally the all important task of
marketing your site and getting noticed in the search engines.
This is not a technical document and our aim is not to bamboozle you with geek speak. Our
purpose is to simply provide an overview of the knowledge you need to either create or purchase
your own website. Additionally, by arming yourself with the facts, you can avoid the attentions of
any unscrupulous cowboy web design companies.
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The document breaks down into the following sections:
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www.

Domain Names

Web Hosting

Content

what to register and how
to do it

what you need and how
to get it

develop content
that will win visitors and
generate enquiries
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build or buy a site and
manage your own
content

search engines, email,
pay per click and more

keep safe and secure

Web Sites

Website
Marketing

This is an intentionally short, non-technical
document which you can read cover to cover
within an hour. Please give it a go and if you there
is anything you don’t understand or would like
more information about then please get in touch.

Maintenence &
Security

Kash Ghasemi
Kash@bravadesign.ca
www.bravadesign.ca

1.
Domain Names
- A domain name is the entry point to your
website and you simply can’t have a professional
looking website without a domain name of your own.
The domain name that you select could be with you
for a long time and changing domain names can
have some serious implications. Therefore it is worth
taking some time to select a memorable domain that
represents your business ethos and that correctly
considers the technical implications of a given
domain extension.
In this chapter we will explain how domain names
work so you can make an educated decision on this
important irst step.

Domain Names

The Anatomy of
a Domain Name

1.1.

Generally, a domain name is broken into three
main parts which are logically split from right to left.
We can dissect www.bravadesign.ca as follows:

.ca
this is the domain extension

BravaDesign
this is the label or domain itself
& is a sub division of .ca

www.
this is an additional label known
as a sub domain & is a sub division of
bravadesign.ca
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Choosing a
Domain Extension

1.2.

The first thing to consider is the domain extension (.ca, .com). Let’s
have a quick look at the domain name extensions available and what
they actually stand for. This will provide you with the knowledge to
select the domain extension most relevant for your business.
The list to the right is not exhaustive but covers the usual suspects:

.eu
.us
.com
.me
.mobi
.info
.biz
.ca
.net
.uk.net
.org.uk
.me.uk
.org
.tel
.name

Domain extension for the European Union
Commercial USA
Commercial, usually USA but also used for worldwide commerce
Domain extension for Montenegro & also used for individuals use for
Mobile devices & services
Purely informational sites & resources
For business use
Commercial Canada
Generic extension, for worldwide sites
Generic, UK
UK organizations
UK individuals
Organizations
a global contacts directory
Individuals and named services

So, as you can see, there are a few options. Generally
speaking, if you are to going be running a business in Canada
then .ca is the one to go for. You can back this up with .com
as well but it is not necessary to do so. The .co and .biz are
also used but if possible you are well advised to stick with
the .ca or .com as they are the most commonly recognized of
all domain extensions for Canada and USA businesses.
Note -

.ca domains are automatically assumed
to target the Canada by Google so this
saves you a technical step to correctly
Geo target your site. A .com can be set
to target Canada or any country.
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1.3.

Right, so you have decided upon a domain extension
(or a shortlist) and are ready to start looking for your
domain name. This is where it can get a little tricky
as so many of the obvious domain name choices
have already been snaffled up.
Ideally, your domain name should be the same as
your website name. So, for BravaDesign we use
www.bravadesign.ca. This is really just a common
sense factor as people will learn to know your
business name and will type that into a search
engine when looking for you. If you are an existing
business, then people already know you and your
brand so this is doubly important.
Once you have decided on some options for your
domain name you need to visit a domain registrar
and search for the domain. You can search for and
register a domain at any domain registrar, we like to
use www.Godaddy.com.

Domain Names

Choosing Your
Domain Name

If your desired name is taken and you are an
existing business then it is not the end of the world.
You can ensure that your site still comes up for
searches for your business name easily enough, so
go for a short or simple abbreviation. This is easier
for new businesses as you can take the naming
of your business into account when looking up
available domain names and make sure the two are
well aligned. If you are doing this, I would also factor
in social media and services like www.knowem.com
will allow you to check domain names and social
media platforms in one fell swoop.
Outside of the domain extensions there are no
hard and fast rules; if your business name is Ted’s
Interesting Tape Solutions then the abbreviation
maybe a little misleading (and likely taken). Use
your common sense, find something that is easy to
read from a business card, easy to type and can be
passed on by word of mouth with a low probability
of error (avoid-hyphens).
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1.4.

Registering a
Domain Name

Once you have found an available domain name, you need to
register it right away and fill in all the relevant details. The big deal
here is to make sure you are using a reputable domain name registrar,
reason being is that you need to be the registered owner and many of
the underhanded companies will take ownership themselves so they
can overcharge you once you have a successful website tied to that
domain.
A good registrar will also provide a control panel with a series of
tools you can use including email forwarding, a temporary holding
page and the ability to make all of the changes to where the domain
name points when you get your site up and running.
The actual process itself is easy enough, you provide your
business details and the period of time for which you want to register
the domain name and make payment. It is important to note you
never really own the domain name, you just have the right to use it
for the given period of time and first refusal to re-register the domain
name at the end of the given period.
We like godaddy.com for domains and knowem.com for
registering social media profiles if you want to grab more than
the obvious.

Domain Auctions

Choosing Your Domain

There are lots of domain auctions out there and
most domain registrars provide premium domain
options. These can range from hundreds to
thousands of pounds with no additional benefits
beyond the specific wording.

Certainly, focus more on brand than on
specific keywords and don’t be tempted to
pick up domains like www.what-i-do-where-ido-it.com as there is no real SEO benefit
(and it can in some instances be harmful).

It is always worth reviewing the history of a domain if it seems too good to be true. It may have had
a previous life where it was used for a spam site or network. Reviewing the domain’s previous life on
the internet archive and checking for backlinks on a tool like Majestic SEO will give you some insight.

We Can Help
If you have any questions or
would like some help choosing
and registering a domain name
then please visit us online at
www.bravadesign.ca or drop us
an email.
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We can help dig into the history
of a domain to make sure you
don’t buy a stinker and we can
also register a domain and social
profiles on your behalf:
Hello@bravadesign.ca

2.
Web Hosting
- Web hosting is the service that allows you to make
your website visible online and a web host is a
company that has lots of computers connected to
the internet, typically in a data-centre with a
commercial grade connection to the Internet.
A professional web hosting company will use a
resilient infrastructure so should one of the internet
connections fail, then there will be a spare to take its
place. If the power supply or hard disk malfunctions
on the machine hosting your website, there is
another ready to take over.
The company will also take care of ensuring there
are frequent back-ups and a whole host of technical
services ensuring your websites are up and running,
24/7. In 2015 and beyond most websites are hosted
in virtual machines providing yet another layer of
backups and security but having your own, off site,
verified back -p is still 100% essential.

2.1.

Types of
Web Hosting

There are many varieties of web hosting offering a wide range of
services and performance benefits. In most cases, the type of hosting
suitable for your website will depend upon the technology required
and the amount of website traffic you are expecting to receive.

The main options are as follows:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Shared Hosting
This is the standard hosting used for most sites where your website
shares space on a machine with a number of other web sites. This is the
most common type of website hosting and is suitable for all but the
busiest of websites.

Dedicated Server
Dedicated hosting provides a single machine dedicated to your
requirements. This is used when your website will receive a large amount
of concurrent traffic and a shared environment can simply not provide the
necessary performance.

Cloud Hosting/VPS
Cloud hosting provides all the benefit of dedicated hosting with a
sliding scale for performance. This allows you to easily add CPU, Memory
and storage as your requirements grow.

CMS Specific Hosting
There are hosting services that are targeted towards specific
popular website content management systems (CMS), like WordPress.

Free Hosting
Many sites provide hosting that is supported by advertisements.
This is usually low quality and bereft of features but can be useful for
personal sites.

* This is not an exhaustive list and there are many different types of hosting or sub divisions of the above list,
including managed hosting, virtual private hosting, collocation hosting and many others.
If you have any specific queries, with regards to a hosting model not mentioned above, please get in touch and we
will be only too happy to assist.
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2.2.

To further complicate matters, there are a variety of
hosting environments based on differing
technologies.
The most common web hosting environment is
based on the Linux operating system, the Apache
web server, the MySQL database and the PHP
scripting language. This technology platform
is commonly known as LAMP. The Linux
operating system is freely available so this
type of hosting tends to have a cost advantage.

2.3.

Web Hosting

Web Hosting
Technologies

The other big hosting technology is based on the
Microsoft Windows Server operating system and
Microsoft’s proprietary web server, database and
scripting languages known respectively as IIS,
MSSQL and Dot Net. Microsoft charges for its
software and therefore this tends to be a more
expensive route to take. Likewise, using an open
source database like MySQL rather than MSSQL
will usually infer a cost advantage (even on a
Microsoft hosting platform).
Both platforms will cope equally well with a
standard web page consisting of just HTML
pages. Microsoft can run PHP scripts but the exact
technology you use will depend upon what exactly
you want from your website.

Email

All web hosting packages should provide
an optional email component. This will usually
include access through your web browser, much
like Gmail or Hotmail, along with the ability to
read and reply to your email using your favoured
email client (Outlook / Mac Mail).
You should also look for a variety of additional
email features, including the ability to set an
out-of-office or auto-responder, the ability
to forward to multiple addresses, to send
out a batch email to a mailing list and most
importantly - junk email filters.
Better hosts will provide a control panel
where you can create new email addresses
and aliases and manage all aspects of your
email without incurring further costs.
Email is a value-added service and there are
a wealth of commercial options often providing
additional features. We tend to recommend
clients use a cloud email system like Google
Apps so you can easily access email on all
devices and don’t have to worry about backups
and such.
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Additional
Services

2.4.

Many web hosting systems provide a huge range
of additional features - a virtual toolbox that you can
use to automate, benefit and promote your business.
These will vary in scope from provider to provider
but you will see a trend for more value from the
Linux based web hosting.
Additional services may include:
Website Statistics

Website Builder Software

Database &
Management Platform

Free e-commerce &
Cms Software

Online File Manager

A Range of Free
Templates & Graphics

Backup & Restore
System

One-Click Install for
Various Software Packages

Free Secure Certificate
(for e-Commerce)

Email and backups tend to be the important services to look for and much of what is remaining tends
to be window dressing.

2.5.
One important but often overlooked feature
is the level of service and resilience that your
website host will provide. This is a technical
service so it is reasonable to assume you will
have a small problem with email or hosting every
now and again but these problems should be
small, infrequent and quickly resolved. A 99%
uptime sounds great but this allows for over
three days of downtime.
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Service Level
Agreements

A 99.9% uptime is not unreasonable and over
the course of a year that allows for around 10
hours of problems (most of which should be
due to upgrades and servicing which should
occur in the wee small hours).
Your own technical expertise and sensitivity to
downtime will be a factor as cheaper hosting
packages will provide poor support and more
frequent downtime. If you want your site and
email to be up all the time, make sure you
choose a quality host and review the SLA
before you commit.

2.6.

Web Hosting

Hosting
Summary

Whatever hosting you choose, it has to support the requirements
of your website and business. If you are building the site yourself,
then you may know what you need but if you are looking to appoint
a web developer / designer then it would be prudent to ask the web
developer for a list of requirements and check that your chosen
web hosting supports the needs of your new site. Often, website
design companies resell cheap hosting at a huge profit so don’t
assume you have to take what you are offered by the designer. Ask
questions. Ask what the SLA and compensation is.
If you want something to benchmark against then take a
look at the SLA on the WP Engine site: http://wpengine.com/sla/

Your web designer may want to sell you hosting.
This may be okay, but you will likely maintain more
control, visibility and get better value for money if
you query their requirements and arrange for your
own hosting.

We can Help
We have a range of hosting solutions we
can offer that are generally offered in partnership
with third party solutions. This allows us to
select the right solution for the job rather than
massaging your requirements towards what we
can offer at a profit. We can also help you select
the right solution for self management.
If you have any questions or would like
some help choosing and setting up your web
hosting please visit us online at
www.bravadesign.ca or drop me an email and I
will get straight back to you:
Hello@bravadesign.ca
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3.
Content
Development
- When we come to build the website there is
frequently a temptation to dive into the design and
technical implementation without sparing a thought
for what the site will contain and how visitors will
find you. I have personally been involved in projects
where the pages of the site have been suggested by
the web design company.“Let’s see, we need a
homepage, an about us page, a contact page and
maybe we can list some of the services on another
page.” The business then goes away and hacks out
some text for the suggested pages and the site ends
up doing very little to promote and benefit business.
Certainly, the website designer can advise but this is
critical to the success of the site and as such is an
area that needs some careful consideration.

3.1.

There is a tendency to view the Internet as a pathway to riches.
That every website is an Amazon or Ebay - set up on a shoestring
and has made its teenage owners overnight millionaires. The reality
is somewhat different and even these Internet titans
took years (and heavy investment) to become the profitable
household names that they are today.

The reality is that website and email can be used to help your
business become more efficient and ultimately more profitable.
You can cut costs, better serve your existing customers, generate
repeat business and advertise yourself to a whole new market of
prospective clients without the steep costs traditionally associated
with marketing of such scope. These are all sensible and achievable
goals and should form the basis of your thinking about your new site.

Content is King
The basic content that we develop for the
site needs to meet the following requirements:
Attract potential customers to the site
Allow prospects to compare our
offering against that of our competitors
Enable the customer to interact
with the site and make a transaction

Content Development

Realistic Goals

£

£

£

3.2.
Before any design work can be done you
need to consider the content of the site. If
the site is to attract prospects and convince
them to get in touch then we are going to
have to look at who our existing customers
are, how would they search for our services
and what questions can we answer to start
building a relationship with them that will
ultimately lead to a sale (and for that sale to
be the first of much repeat business from
this client).
For some basic location-based
businesses the content required will
be very basic but where we have more
scope considering exactly what content is
needed is an essential step.
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Attracting
Customers

3.3.

The most basic content will be a list of your products
and services along with the standard contact and aboutus type pages. If you want to generate more interest
then you are going to have to look at the needs of your
potential customers and provide information that will
help them choose your product.

By taking this extra step you are interacting with your
potential customers before they have actively started
looking for a design agency to work with and you
have a unique opportunity to establish your business
as an expert in the eyes of this site visitor before any
transaction has taken place.
This approach will help you generate more enquiries and
build relationships with site visitors that will eventually
lead to a sale (or a lifetime of sales).

Example
As an example, a graphic design company
could write a page and a full report on how
to choose a graphic design agency.

There are lots of different angles that this ‘content marketing’ can take and whether you utilise a blog,
whitepapers, case studies or something else entirely thinking about how to communicate with your target
audience is crucial to the success of the website as a marketing tool.

3.4.
Example
Lists of features and benefits,
case studies, testimonials, price
comparisons, service levels
& guarantees.

Compare Your
Offering

Most site visitors will create a shortlist of companies
to contact. At this stage you need to ensure that your
site provides adequate information and examples of
yourwork and unique selling points to ensure that the
prospect gets in touch.
If you compete on price or provide a better service
then they will never know that unless the website
makes this point. Think about how you would
clinch the deal in a sales meeting and ensure to
communicate this message on your site.
You will need to tailor this to suit your audience.
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Content Development

Make The
Transaction

3.5.

$ $ $

Once your site visitor has found your site
and compared your offering then they will look
to make the transaction. The transaction type
will vary from business to business.

Service Based Store
It may be the initial enquiry where the sales
team will take over.

e-commerce Store
It will be a financial transaction.
Whatever the transaction, your site should clearly
signpost what the customer should do when they
are ready. If someone has to struggle to find your
contact form, they won’t try very hard and it will
be your competitor that picks up the enquiry.
Likewise, this process may have many stages and
anything you can do to interact with the prospect
and start a relationship prior to this stage will only
help. Here whitepapers, ebooks or other helpful
content can be the first step towards generating a
lead or sale.
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Site Map

3.6.

If you spend some time analysing what content
you need for the site you should end up with a list
of site pages and possibly how these pages are
related to each other. It is then helpful to create
a simple site map showing the sites content and
categorisation.
Figure 3.1
Site Map for a Graphic Design Company

The sitemap shown in figure 3.1. provides a
range of different content types. The individual
service pages for the Graphic Design and
Printing business areas which will detail and
raise awareness of the services offered by the
business. The client and portfolio pages establish
credibility and assist site visitors in. Finally, we
have the contact page to allow the prospect to
get in touch (transaction).
This structure provides the basic content
needed to attract visitors and convince them
to do business with you rather than with your
competitors. A website
without these elements will fail to generate
sufficient traffic and will convert only a tiny
amount of site visitors. Only by detailing your
services, work and existing clients do you have a
strong chance of winning the enquiry.
Additionally, by showing your work, this aids
in the selection process and there is a strong
chance that the client will already have a feel
for what you do and this ensures a relevant and
targeted enquiry that will likely lead to a happy
and satisfied customer.
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The above image shows a possible
layout for our fictitious graphic design
company. It lists the Graphic Design
and Printing service categories and
how these sections break down into the
individual service pages. It also details
the Client and Portfolio pages and
shows how these break down to detail
individual clients and jobs.

3.7.

Content Development

Customer
Lifetime Value

It has been said that it costs seven times as much to acquire a new
customer as it does to convince an existing customer to buy from
you. But still, most websites focus all their efforts on trying to attract
new visitors and win new customers.
You should not look at the single transaction value of a customer as
the bottom line, rather you should be focusing on developing a long
term relationship where the client makes multiple transactions and
becomes more profitable over time.
Once you have made an initial sale then you have a happy, satisfied
customer. You also have an insight into related products and
services and that may be of interest to this client. The web, and
especially email provide you with a means to exploit this intelligence
and to send highly targeted marketing messages to this customer.
After all, they already know you, they already trust you, they need this
product - you are doing them a favour and saving them the painful
process of looking around, comparing vendors and making a new
purchase.
You know this to be the case in your business but often this crucial
step fails to make the leap to the website so simply consider how
you will market to existing customers and what content you need to
make this happen.

Quick Fire Question,
don’t think about it, first
answer that comes to
mind:
What is the best form of advertising?
SEO? PPC? Leaflets? Direct mail? Web
banners? TV? Radio? - not a chance,
word of mouth wins every single time.

3.8.

Advocacy

Have a think, how have you acquired most of your
customers? Friends of a friend, friends of customers,
customers of customers, colleagues? Word-ofmouth is and always will be the most powerful
form of advertising so a powerful strategy you can
employ is to ensure your customers are happy,
communicate with them post sale and actively
stimulate the referral process. Provide them with the
tools to promote you or the incentives that they need
to become your word of mouth promotion.
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Content
Summary

3.9.

It is a cliché but content really is king. Whether we are
talking about your sales copy, blog posts, white papers,
ebooks, case studies, testimonials or something else
entirely we have to consider what we want to say or our
efforts will all be wasted. Ensure you get your messaging
perfectly dialled in and consistent from the top down.
For some help here we really like the book Start With
Why by Simon Sinek which will get you thinking about
your business in an exciting way and give you the tools
to really determine what your purpose is in business and
easily communicate this on your website.
We are only touching on how powerful and important
your website content is here.
Please visit the site for more information and get in touch
if you have any questions or we can help in any way.

We can Help
If you have any questions or would like
to bounce some ideas off us to ensure
your content has a good serving of
awesome baked in then
visit us online at www.bravadesign.ca
or
say hello at: Hello@bravadesign.ca.
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4.
Website Design
& Development
- So, this is the big one, right? You need a huge
workforce, deep pockets and multi-tiered team of
highly paid technical professionals to bring this
one in on time and in budget?
Well, maybe that was the case ten
years ago but the web has
changed. There is now a variety of
web content management systems
(CMS) available that provide you
with the ability to run your own
website and manage your own
content, and all without six igure
development costs.
As web developers in 2015 we ind
ourself in the position where we no
longer need to start from scratch
with every web project, rather we
analyse a client’s requirements and
look to leverage an existing piece
of software to keep development
costs down.

This approach allows you to
manage your own websites. You
control the expansion and growth
with no theoretical limits and very
modest running costs. Additionally,
it provides a high level of value
to the client and means that the
website can be launched in a
fraction of the time it would have
previously taken. Progress.
The real trick here is to understand
your options and ensure that you
select a web design company that
can provide you with value for
money and a competent solution.
Over the course of this section we
will look at the different
approaches available, the different
type of web design companies and
some of the pitfalls you should look
to avoid.

How to Select a
Web Design Company

4.1.

There is certainly no shortage of web design companies out
there baying for your business so the problem is how do you
select the right company for the job? Price? Existing clients? A
friendly telephone manner? It can be a difficult choice and you
will likely be given a different approach by each company.
Web design is a fairly new industry and it has been adopted as
an extra service by many printing, marketing and graphic design
studios. The problem is that for many companies this is not their
main area of competence and this leads to your requirements being
massaged to fit with their skill set. Many of these companies know
just about enough to patch something together but you will likely
end up paying way too much for too little or steered towards a
specific platform that the developer has experience with (but may
not be the best one for you).
Budgets will vary with small, inexperienced designers starting
around $1000 and big, often overpriced companies looking for
$20,000 as a starting budget. To do the job properly and ensure
design and development are all taken care of on a site that works
on phones, tablets, laptops and desktops you will often be looking
at around $4000 to $6000 as a fair budget. Ultimately, the price will
depend on your budget and the real trick is ensuring you are getting
the best possible job for the available budget and if concessions
are required that those are aligned with the business and website
goals. Again, this is something an expert can help with and the
most expensive websites are the ones that don’t work and need to
be redone six months later.
Choosing a web design company
to work with can be an extremely
difficult task and the best way to
make an informed decision is to fully
understand the options available for
building and managing your site and
then to look for work examples that
match your requirements. The rest of
this chapter will aid in you that task.
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Lets have a quick look at the three main different types of website.

Static Website

Dynamic Website

A static site is much like a
brochure. It is created by the web
developer and has little in the way
of interactivity. You also have no
ability to add or edit content without
the costly assistance of your web
developer. This may be a relatively
cheap site to get up but long term
it will either become out of date or
will incur long term running costs.
In 2015 this is a very old fashioned
approach and whilst there are
security benefits to not using a
content management system this
will not meet the needs of most
businesses.

A dynamic website is a more complicated
affair and the site’s content is usually housed
in a database. A series of web scripts work in
concert with the information in the database
to generate pages as they are requested. This
approach allows for custom pages, a set of
search results for example, where the content
has been dynamically generated based on the
user’s search criteria.

Web Design & Development

4.2.

Types of Website

When looking at a site for your business a
dynamic website will usually provide a
set of private pages that can be used to
administer the site by non technical users.
Functionality will include adding news, pages,
editing existing pages and generally updating
and managing the content on the site.

Hosted Solutions
There are a number of hosted solutions out there that allow you to build a site using
online tools. Sites like Wix.com, SquareSpace.com and WordPress.com allow you to
build a simple business/blog site using online tools. Sites like volusion.com and
Shopify.com allow for the creation of online stores. Hosted solutions work well for
businesses that want to self-manage and avoid any technical exposure but tend to
provide a narrow set of options that rule them out for many projects.
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4.3.

The Website
Design Process
The traditional website design process works as follows:

1.

Goals, brief, sitemap and content
is determined (scope)

5.

Technical elements of search engine
optimisation are implemented

2.

Site is designed in a graphic design
package and client signs off the design

6.

Small tweaks and iterations based on
user feedback

3.
4.

Site is built using web technologies and a content
management system

7.
8.

The majority of the content is inserted

This is largely simplified but represents an overview
of the typical process. Generally, the initial step
(1) outlines the scope of the project. Anything not
identified here could change the scope and as such
impact the costs and lead time of the project. This is
an important point and one often not made strongly
enough and it is as fair for the client to want something
extra during the build as it is for the developer to say
‘but we did not quote for this’.

How Websites
are Built

Training & handover

The important takeaway here is to ensure that you talk
to your website developer about the implications of
additional features not indicated in the brief and that
the developer helps you outline the project as well as
possible so this can be discussed in the early stages.
Where this is a complex project or has complex
navigational elements then some basic prototyping up
front can simplify the scoping of the project.

4.4.

Websites are built using a variety of presentation and
programming languages. The simplest of sites are built
using just bare bones HTML and CSS files to describe
and style the content. Most websites will use a scripting
language called Javascript to provide some additional
features on the client side. Likewise, most websites will
use programming languages like PHP ASP.net and
JavaScript in the back end to add additional features
like a search. Nearly all modern websites hold the
content in a database and the web programming
languages queries the database to determine the
content for the page.
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Site is launched and tested

In most cases, a content management system
(CMS) like WordPress is used that provides much
of the basic functionality. The website is then
configured rather than programmed and the
design is layered over the top of the CMS using
HTML, CSS and JavaScript.
Confused? It is a technical process but an
understanding of these core elements will help
you navigate things a little more easily.

A seemingly simple question but an important one nevertheless. If
you are happy that your site is unlikely to need updating then maybe
a static website is a valid, if dated, approach. Certainly, when done
right this can remove the need for any monitoring or maintenance
and associated costs.

Web Design & Development

4.5.

What Type of Site
Do You Want?

In most cases, and if you want your site to be a reflection of what is
going on in your business then you will need the ability to add and
edit content. You will want to update the site to show work you are
doing, you want to add news and information that is relevant to your
clients and market place and you will want to add new products and
services as and when needed.
You will want the ability to make all of these changes yourself when
you need to and without any complicated web design knowledge
and for that you will need a web content management system.

Website Builders

4.6.

There are a variety of website builder systems out there
and the more popular ones are SquareSpace, Weebly and
Wix. These systems have their benefits in that there is no
technical knowledge needed but they provide very narrow
parameters of what can be achieved and in most cases
are simply not flexible enough.
WordPress also provides a simple cloud based version
and whilst not as flexible as self hosted WordPress it does
offer a simple starting point and upgrade path to the self
hosted version.
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Web Content
Management Systems

4.7.

Web content management systems (CMS) are the backbone of all
modern websites so it is important that you understand the options.
These may be off-the-shelf systems like WordPress that allow lots
of customisation and extension or systems your website design or
developer has built themselves. Additionally, some projects require a
custom built CMS due to very specific needs.
There are many options each with their own pros and cons so the
following will take you through some of the big and likely options to give
you an overview and understanding of how a given CMS can impact the
success or failure of your site.
The ideal CMS will allow non technical users to make changes to the
website's content and for more technical users to add features or make
changes to SEO configuration.
Drupal is a largely technical CMS that seems to be
losing ground to WordPress of late. Drupal tends to be used
as a more flexible starting point but it lacks the usability of
WordPress from a user perspective. This is very much a
developer’s CMS and it works well as a starting point for a
complex build, although I would advise that you try before you
buy. Drupal is the second most popular CMS system out there
for larger sites though, so it is important to be aware of its pros
and cons.
Umbraco is a free CMS solution that is based on the Microsoft
Dot Net framework. This is another extremely capable platform
that allows for simple management of website content. One
drawback of Umbraco is that it requires much more technical
ability to customise and add functionality than Wordpress,
Joomla or ExpressionEngine.
Joomla is a fully featured web content management
system that can be used to power everything from a few pages
to large portal style sites. Joomla by its nature is easy to use
for simple tasks but can be confusing for larger sites and there
is a considerable learning curve when compared with products
like Wordpress and ExpressionEngine.
Joomla was at once a leading CMS but in recent years has lost
market share to WordPress. From our experience at
BravaDesign we know that users are less comfortable with
Joomla than WordPress and as such, its popularity has
faltered.
ExpressionEngine is a commercial content management
system. It is an extremely capable system and supports
standard pages, blogs, discussion forums, eCommerce and
mailing lists out of the box. The system also supports modular
extensions to provide a wide range of additional functionality.
As a commercial product ExpressionEngine provides technical
support that goes beyond what is available with the free
alternatives.
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Wordpress is a free blogging
platform and content management
system that is currently used to
power over 75 million websites. It
is intuitive, well-documented and
easy to learn the ropes and therefore
is an ideal system for most small
business websites.
Wordpress supports RSS feeds and
has an extensive array of plugins
and extensions enabling feature rich
websites to be constructed without
the herculean effort involved when
starting from scratch.
Wordpress also has a rich network
of theme developers who provide
templates that extend WordPress
core functionality and streamline
the development of a website.
These can be a gift and a curse,
and ensuring your developer
chooses a theme that supports your
requirements is essential otherwise
you may end up being boxed into
what their theme wants to do rather
than what you want to do.
Wordpress currently accounts for
about 45% of all websites and 50%
of the top 100 blogs run WordPress,
so it is a well proven system.
Additionally, WordPress accounts
for around 70% of all CMS websites.
The ubiquity of WordPress has led
to some maintenance issues with
popular plugins of late, meaning that
the system does need to be
maintained, although this can be
done with relative ease or for a small
monthly fee.

Shopify		

An eCommerce website has a different set
of goals to a marketing website and as such
there are dedicated eCommerce platforms
that prioritise the required functionality.
WordPress, Joomla and other popular CMS
systems also have eCommerce add ons
that provide basic shopping functionality but
this is not the main feature of these CMS
systems and as such they do not always
provide an ideal platform. The right tool for
the right job is important here.

cloud based, easy to manage, secure and affordable. Our
favourite eCommerce CMS at BravaDesign in most cases.

This is a more complex issue and somewhat
beyond the scope of this document however
we will outline some of the more common
platforms in 2016 and beyond and when
these are suitable.

WooCommerce

When it comes to eCommerce picking the
right platform is crucial to your success so
educate yourselves before you dive in.
Always happy to help if you have any
questions: Hello@bravadesign.ca.

Big Commerce
another cloud based system. Not as flexible as Shopify from
a design perspective

a bolt on for WordPress. Though it needs a lot of resources. That
said it can be done well but needs a careful hand. its usually
recommended for statups or small businesses.

Magento
this is the big daddy of eCommerce systems. Highly Flexible. Can
be expensive. Needs a lot of maintenance.

Key Considerations

Beyond Content Management

The following are some key considerations
that should drive your decision process:

Remember that a CMS will have to more than just manage
content and the CMS you choose is the foundation your
site is built on. Shaky foundations mean that sites are
prone to topple over. It is important to get impartial advice
to ensure you get what is right for your project rather than
what is right for the skillset of your developer. That is many
developers have a preference for a given system and will
massage your requirements to fit what they know rather
than provide a truly impartial opinion on the right tool for the
job.

Easy to use interface
(ask for a demo if unsure)
Search Engine Optimisation (SEO)
functionality
Social Media Integration
& Optimisation
Email platform integration
& optimisation
Analytics integration & tag
management (Google Tag Manager)

Web Design & Development

e-commerce

WordPress tends to be popular as it is easy to use and easy
to develop for and has a rich suite of extensions known
as plugins for every scenario. WordPress also tends to
be pretty search engine friendly out the box and is easily
optimised with a variety of SEO plugins (with the WordPress
SEO by Yoast plugin being our favourite).
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4.8.

Types of Content

I am going to reiterate this, as it is important: be sure when scoping out
your site to consider all the types of content you require as this may have
implications on the design, build and costs of your project. It is always
easier to work this in at the start rather than hack them on at the end.
A few important content types to consider:

Case Studies

Services

Categories

Long Form Content Pieces

PDF
Products

Testimonials

Video Content

News Articles

PDF
eBooks

Reviews

Blog Posts

Groups of Content

PDF Content

This list is not intended to be exhaustive but rather to get you thinking.
What content do you need at the bare minimum? What content do your
prospects need to determine your credibility? How can you help your
audience and build relationships before any commercial transactions?
What has the competition got? What are they missing? Opportunities?
Weaknesses?
In a way, your website is just a wrapper for your content and marketing
tools so this thinking will help ensure you cover all the angles and have a
site that will support and not hinder your marketing efforts.

4.9.

Beyond the Website

Marketing online goes way beyond your website, so ensure that
any solution you implement considers your email marketing, social
media channels, downloads or anything else important to your
marketing mix.
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4.10.

Web Design & Development

Summary

If you are looking at various web design companies and looking for a
way to gauge their experience with CMS software then they can’t fail
to have heard of Joomla and Wordpress, so asking to see example
sites they have done with those systems is a good start. Another
good question to ask is why one CMS was chosen over another; if
they stumble or tell you that they always use that system then you
may see the a forementioned massaging of your requirements to fit
with their existing skill set.
As a simple guide, at BravaDesign we always look to use Wordpress
for most standard business websites where there are less than
a hundred pages. Wordpress is just so flexible, easy to use and
has no licensing fees. We have also conducted user surveys and
time and time again, people come back with Wordpress as the
favoured system. Additionally, a great way of gauging the usability
of any platform is the amount of support enquiries it generates
and our WordPress users are a quiet (but happy) bunch. Ultimately,
WordPress is so user friendly that we often look to see if there are
any reasons not to use WordPress for a given project.
Where the requirement is not something that is well-suited to
WordPress then we will look at other options and these can range
from bespoke builds to leveraging CMS systems that are suited to
the specific job, with Magento being an example for an ecommerce
site.
Our approach is always to define the problem and requirements and
then research the available software solutions that best fit the bill.
We seek to follow the path of least resistance and avoid any specific
development, where possible, and favour existing, robust, proven,
mature solutions. This approach heralds cost savings, a decreased
development time and ensures that you get the an extremely
capable system and the very best value for money possible.
One last important point is with regards to training and support.
By utilising existing, proven solutions there is a shift from all of our
time being spent developing a complex system towards helping you
get the very best from your new website and contentmanagement
platform.
Whatever approach you choose, be sure to select a company that
understands your requirements and provides justification for all
choices. Remember, once the site is built you are, to some extent,
stuck with it and starting from scratch can be an expensive, time
consuming exercise. So, spend as much time planning the site
and determining your requirements as possible until you are 100%
happy.

We Can Help
If you are still a little perplexed, or
just want some help deciding, then
please visit us online at
www.bravadesign.ca
or email us at:
Hello@bravadesign.ca.
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5.
Digital Marketing
for your Website
- You have a perfect domain name, a solid website
host, well crafted content and a stunning feature rich
website. Just one problem: no one is visiting.
A website is not like some magical force that attracts
customers, and for it to be successful your site needs
visitors. The rest of this chapter will detail the various
ways you can attract visitors to your website and
what to do when you have got them there.

5.1.

Search engine marketing relates to achieving placement in the
search engine result pages (SERPS) through the use of paid
placement. All of the big search engines (Google, Yahoo, Bing,
Ask etc) include a paid inclusion or pay-per-click (PPC) system
where you can bid on keywords.

Digital Marketing for your Site

Search Engine
Marketing [SEM]

Adwords is Google’s PPC system. Adwords provides users with
the ability to create short advertisements to be shown on search
engine result pages. Google shows these supplemental results
above and to the right of the standard results and are clearly
marked as ‘sponsored listings’.
As an advertiser, you specify the words that trigger your advert
and the maximum amount you are willing to pay per click. When
a keyword search on Google matches the criteria you specified
then your advert is displayed. If a user clicks on your advert
you are then billed by Google for that click.
PPC provides laser targeted options to show adverts only for
specific search terms and in specific locations. Want to target a
specific post code? No problem. Want to show different adverts
to different cities? No problem. Only PPC provides such accuracy
when it comes to advertising on search engine result pages.
Adwords also provides access to millions of sites that show
banner adverts via the Google Display Network. Here you can
show advertising banners to previous site visitors or by keyword
or topic to target your customers. Again, there are specific
geographic and demographic targeting options to get you in
front of your target audience.
PPC is a powerful traffic generation tool as adverts can be live
in a matter of minutes and start generating instant site visitors.
The Adwords system provides tools to monitor and restrict how
much is spent but this is still a system that can end up
costing a great deal if not carefully managed.
* For more information on search engine optimisation download our
free Business PPC Starter Guide from www.bravadesign.ca
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5.2.

Search Engine
Optimisation [SEO]

Search engine optimisation is the process of improving your traffic from the
search engines natural search results. Improvements can come from volume
and additionally the quality of the traffic and the goal is to generate more
visitors and to ensure these visitors are looking for the products and services
that you provide.
Search engine optimisation can be split into two distinct aspects: on site
optimisation and off site optimisation.

On Site
Optimisation

Off Site
Optimisation

is the process of identifying
keyword searches that are being
used by your prospects and
ensuring that your site is relevant
for these search terms.

relates to the process of building up
the reputation of your site as a whole
and improving the relevance and
reputation of specific pages for given
search terms.

If you have a page on your site which clearly details that you provide a ‘suit
tailoring service’ and the page also indicates that you are based in Birmingham
then it should not be difficult to rank for ‘suit tailoring birmingham’. If indeed
you do rank, but not in the top ten, then it is likely down to there being a high
amount of competition so you will need to utilise off site optimisation to get
more links to your site to help boost your pages perceived value amongst your
peers.
For more information on SEO visit the BravaDesign blog:
https://www.bravadesign.ca/blog/
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BravaDesign.

E-Mail Marketing

Email marketing should be very much on your radar as part of
your website marketing mix. Here we have the ability to keep
in touch and resell to existing customers as well as a means
to edge prospective customers towards making that first sale.
Tools like Mailchimp make this essentially free for up to 2000
emails so what have you got to lose?

$

Smart email marketing will consider everything from upselling
related products to abandoned shopping carts and it is
important to personalise your message for the best results. If
there was just one strategy that all website owners should be
doing to boost conversions by up to 500% then email marketing
is it.

Lead Generation

Digital Marketing for your Site

5.3.

$
$

5.4.

Sending out emails is important, massively important as it can help bring people back
to the site but the all important factor here is your list. We are not talking about getting
existing customers to sign up, we are talking about the other 98% of visitors that come by
once, don’t make a purchase and then may never visit again.
There is little point in buying a list of ‘prospects’ as they will have already been
extensively targeted, what you need to do is devise a strategy to harvest email addresses
from your site visitors.
The approach here is different depending
upon your market but in essence you
have to provide something of use and for
free: if you are a web design company
maybe offer a beginners guide to
websites (like the one you are reading),
if you are a design agency then maybe
offer a free report on ‘How To Half Your
Graphic Design Costs’.
The idea is that you provide a piece of
content that is highly useful to your
target audience and you promote this
rather than the commercial aspects of
your business. This allows you to build a
relationship and illustrate credibility and
then grow a commercial relationship out
of this. This approach is so powerful and
so underused that in many cases this is
all that is needed to stand out from the
other nameless faces in your industry /
location.
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Social Media
Marketing

5.5.

The latest tool in your website marketing arsenal is to utilise the power of the
social networks, online communities, blogs, wikis, video sites and any other
social media marketing tools at your disposal.
Unlike email marketing, which is a fairly simple concept, there is no single
way to utilise the social media networks. Your approach will need some
consideration and thought with regards how to best take advantage of what is
available.
Say, for example, you are a mobile valet company serving the West Midlands
area. You could add before and after videos to YouTube showing what a radical
difference you have made. That video could also be added to your Facebook
account where you ask all of your customers to become your friend. In turn,
you would announce the new video on your Twitter account.
This is a very basic example but all of this exposure is what will help generate
more interest and stimulate your customers to get back in touch. It is also
communication that is served up to them via their Facebook / Twitter accounts
constantly reminding them who you are so that when they are ready for their
next valet, you are right there in the forefront of their minds. This approach
needs to use useful, funny or interesting content so users ‘engage’ with your
brand. You can’t simply post out dry, commercial messages each day.
If you are a bigger player, you can look at expanding this approach, maybe
commission a humorous video or interactive game. Maybe a Facebook or
iPhone application - whatever you do, there is an opportunity to utilise the
current popularity of the social media networks to raise awareness of your
business in a relaxed way.
In particular, we like social media advertising and the range of smart targeting
options. Want to promote your wedding venue to people in the West Midlands
who have just got engaged? No problem, you can target them on Facebook.
Again, we like to use this kind of advertising to promote free, helpful content
and start to build relationships, but it can have direct commercial benefits.
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5.6.

Digital Marketing for your Website

Offline Marketing

When marketing your website it is tempting to concentrate solely on
generating success in the search engines and little else when your
existing bricks and mortar business likely offers many opportunities
for you to further promote your online presence.
Firstly, add your web address to all of your printed materials.
Business cards, flyers, advertisements, letter heads, company
vehicles and any other promotional items. You can also look to
generate some PR by announcing the arrival of your new website
in the press and allowing all site visitors the chance to enter a
competition to win a prize relevant to your industry. In exchange for
this they will need to provide you with their email address.
Maybe take part in a charity event on behalf of the company and get
in touch with your local newspapers to generate more interest and
awareness.

5.8.

Summary

Ultimately, successful website marketing goes beyond the
techniques mentioned here, and the marketing goals for
the site should be carefully considered from the start. Your
domain name, the quality and tools available with your
web hosting, the all important content and the quality and
structural makeup of your site all contribute and lay the
foundation for the website marketing strategies mentioned
here.

We Can Help
If you would like some more information
or some help putting together a
marketing strategy for your website
then please visit the site or get in touch:
Hello@bravadesign.ca

To succeed on the internet in 2015 and beyond you need to
start a relationship with your prospects through your website
by providing them with useful information. You then build
upon that and keep in touch with them through the power of
email and social media.
If you would like some more information or some help putting
together a marketing strategy for your website then please
visit the site and get in touch.
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6.
Now You’re Ready
- Congratulations, you have reached the inish
line. I sincerely hope that you now have a better
understanding of what is involved in creating a great
website that will be of service to your business.
If you have read this you are well armed to specify your
website and choose a website design company, and
that puts you ahead of most of the competition already.
This guide is not intended to be an exhaustive study.
Every site is different and there are simply so many
variables that we must take into consideration.
If you take one lesson away from this document please
let it be that you must infuse your knowledge of your
business into your website and create something that
will truly deliver useful information and bring value to
your existing and potential clients.

Free

30 Minute
Consultation

We provide a range of services to help you get your website
off the ground. Everything from domain registration and
hosting, through to web design, development and internet
marketing.
We also offer a free 30 minute consultation where we can
analyse your requirements and provide you with a strategy to
get started. We can act as an advisor, consultant or project
manager so you can use another company or we can handle
your total requirement.

Kash Ghasemi
Managing Director | BravaDesign
You Dream it. We Build it.
(403) 926-0755
Kash@bravadesign.ca

Glossary
of Terms
There are several acronyms and terms you will come across
as you spend time developing your website. The following list
should go some way to explaining what does what, but if you
need more help or a better description please get in touch.

WCMS
/Web Content Management System
A web content management system
is a software platform that enables
the management and publishing of
website content.

Wordpress
Wordpress is an open source
(free) blogging and web content
management system that is used
to power over 200 million websites
(and counting).

Wiki
A wiki is a website that allows easy
creation and editing of pages from within
a web browser. Wikis are typically powered
by wiki software and are used to create
collaborative websites. The obvious
example is Wikipedia, which is powered by
the mediawiki software.

HTML

RSS

/Hyper Text Mark-up Language

/Real Simple Syndication

the language of the internet and the
building block of all websites. It is
used to structure the title, headers and
content of your documents.

RSS is a family of web feed formats
used to publish frequently updated
works— such as blog entries, news
headlines, audio, and video—in a
standardised format. Most web content
management systems support RSS
which allows site visitors to subscribe to
your content and receive a notification
in their RSS reader (outlook and many
most web browsers support RSS).

CSS
/Cascading Style Sheets
CSS is used to control the look and
feel of a web page and to allow for
a separation of content (HTML) and
presentation (CSS).

CMS
/Content Management System
A CMS is a system for managing
content and providing it in various
formats. A CMS for the web is usually
known as a WCMS - Web Content
Management System.

eCommerce
The buying and selling of goods over
an electronic network. With regards to
websites it is often used to describe the
act of buying and selling along with the
software and platforms that enable it.

Joomla!
Joomla! is an open source content
management system platform for
publishing content on the World Wide
Web and intranets.

SEM
/Search Engine Marketing
SEM is the process of generating traffic
to your website through paid placement
in the search engines and partner sites.

SEO
/Search Engine Optimisation
SEO is the process of improving your
website’s results in the natural search
results of search engines. This is
achieved through the development of
additional content, a series of small
improvements to the structure and
composition of the pages and by getting
more links pointing to the site.

SERPS
/Search Engine Result Pages
SERPS is a commonly used term in
search engine marketing and search
engine optimisation and it refers to the
set of results returned for a given search.
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